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ABSTRACT
This work examines verbal extensions that affect the verb’s valency in Bassa language.  
Bassa language is  an indigenous language spoken in Kogi,  Nasarawa,  Benue,  Niger  
states and all the Federal Capital Territory (FCT) Councils. Crozier & Blench (1992)  
and Blench & Williamson (1988) classify Bassa as belonging to Proto–Kru, under the  
sub-phylum Western–Kru of Niger Congo. Some additions to the verb root such as affixes  
may result  in  a change  in  the  verb’s  valency,  causing  the  verb to  sub-categorize  an  
additional (direct or indirect) argument. This investigation focuses on the effect of such  
morphosyntactic operations in Bassa language with special focus on ‘applicativization’ 
and ‘causativization’ each of which is characterized by a similar effect of valent increase.  
In addition to my native intuitions as a native speaker of Bassa language, data collected  
for this work include discourse observation, staged and elicited spoken data from fluent  
native speakers. The paper argues that affixes attached to the verb root result in sub-
categorization of an argument (for intransitive verbs) and further sub-categorization of  
an additional argument (for transitive verbs). Both operations are triggered by affixing  
the verb root with causative and applicative suffixes. The work discovered that, despite  
the fact that the two processes are characterized by similar effects of valent increase, they  
contrast  in  their  morphological  and syntactic  operations  (that  is  causativization  is  a  
derivative  operation  whereas  applicativization  is  an  inflectional  operation).  In  this  
syntactic transformations, the applied arguments becomes the subject (causal argument)  
and the inherent subject moves to the object position as the caused agent, whereas for  
applicativization,  the  applied  argument  applies  below  the  predicate  and  moves  the  
inherent object right-most.

1.0 Introduction 
Some extensions such as  affixes to  verb roots  result  in change in the  verb’s  valency 
necessitating either an addition of a complement such as object (direct/indirect), which 



could be instrument ( e.g. for some Bantu languages), locative, benefactive cases etc., or 
the reduction of one or more complements (see Mutaka, 2000:176). When this happens, it 
re-orders the arguments of the structure concerned whereby the subject or object of the 
basic  sentences  are  substituted  by  the  applied  arguments.  Consequently,  the  applied 
argument displaces the inherent argument (privileged argument) in the derived structure 
for causatives or moves the inherent object right-most for applicatives. This investigation 
focuses on the valent increasing phenomenon of these processes in Bassa language. 
Bassa  language is  an indigenous  language  spoken in Kogi,  Nasarawa,  Benue,  Niger, 
states and all  the Federal Capital Territory (FCT) Councils (Paul,  1992; Imoh, 2008). 
Crozier & Blench (1992) and Blench & Williamson (1988) classify Bassa as belonging to 
Proto–Kru, under the sub-phylum Western–Kru of Benue Congo. 

Statement of the Problem
This section highlights the problems that are faced by this language that necessitate this 
investigation. First, many languages of the world are seriously endangered because their 
native speakers neglect speaking them and most of the languages are neither written nor 
documented. This threat is particularly faced by Bassa language, gradually resulting in 
language endangerment which is one of the major reasons for doing this research.
Furthermore, there is a dearth of information on Bassa, especially in areas of morphology 
and syntax which are basic to the study of language. This study will therefore attempt to 
fill this gap in the literature.

Significance of Study
The  Justification  for  this  work  hinges  on  the  fact  that  the  morphosyntax  of  Bassa 
language has not been described. Therefore studying Bassa language at this level will 
help to bridge the existing gap and promote it.  This descriptive study will add to the 
existing  knowledge  in  the  linguistic  literature  and  create  an  awareness  of  how they 
operate in Bassa language; it  will  make a meaningful contribution to scholarship and 
pave a way for other language developers and for learning and teaching the language. 
Furthermore, the study will also benefit other researchers in the greater understanding of 
the morphology and the syntax of Bassa and unveil the interesting processes underlying 
the interface or the hybrid of morphology and syntax.
To the best of the researcher’s knowledge, nothing has been done in this area of the 
language; therefore, this work serves as the pioneering work and reference point to other 
investigators. Finally, several works have been done on various aspects of linguistics such 
as syntax, morphology, semantics, etc but the morphosyntactic literature is very scanty. 
This work therefore seeks to address the gap in the linguistic literature.    



Theoretical/Conceptual Review
This section reviews related literature with the view to establishing a foundation for the 
present study, focusing on ‘causativization’ and ‘applicativization’.
Crystal  (2008:70)  describes  ‘causative’ as  the  phenomenon  of  a  causal  relationship 
between alternative versions of a sentence. He exemplifies this with a pair of sentences 
such as the cat killed the mouse and the mouse died. He states that the two sentences are 
related in that the transitive kill can be seen as a causative version of the intransitive die 
i.e. ‘cause to die’ (the cat caused the mouse to die). He further asserts that some affixes 
have a causative role,  e.g.  -ize as  in  domesticize (= cause to become domestic).  This 
relationship is clearly established in the morphological structure of some languages (such 
as  Japanese,  Turkish)  where  an  affix  can  systematically  distinguish  between  non-
causative and causative uses of a verb.
A causative is an expression, in which an event (the caused event) is depicted as taking 
place because someone does something or because something happens, i.e., if x hadn’t 
happened, y wouldn’t have happened. Shibatani (1976) characterizes this phenomenon as 
a  relation between two events  such that  one occurs  at  t1  and another  at  t2,  and the 
occurrence of the second event is wholly dependent on the occurrence of the first event. 
He further explains that, the dependency of the two events here must be to the extent that 
it allows the speakers to entertain a counter factual inference that the caused event would 
not  have  happened  at  the  time  in  question  if  the  causing  event  had  not  happened, 
provided that nothing happened (Shibatani: 1976:1).
Comrie reports that they are a source of great interest especially because of the important 
role they play in the derivational morphology of some languages, and also because of the 
way  their  analyses  require  complex  approach  combining  syntax,  semantics  and 
morphology. In the words of Comrie (1985b:323): 

Causative, which is a valency-increasing mechanism, is used to refer  
to a construction derived from another basic construction. Both the  
basic  construction  and  the  derived  construction  express  the  same  
situation,  but  the  derived  one  has  a  different  subject  and it  is  the  
reference of the new subject that brings about the situation described  
by the basic construction. 

To Trask (1993:38), ‘causative’ is a term used to refer to a transitive construction, related 
to a second simple transitive or intransitive construction from which it  differs by the 
additional presence of an agent NP perceived as the instigator of the action expressed in 
the simpler construction.  Trask cites the following examples where categories (b) are 
causatives whereas categories (a) are non-causatives:



(1) a. Tim smiles a lot
      b. Lisa makes Tim smile a lot
(2) a. I washed the car
     b. Lisa made me wash the car

Categories (a) of (1 and 2) are non-causative, whereas in (b) they are causative because 
they are made to happen.  
Crystal states that some languages like English have affixes which have causative roles. 
He exemplifies -ize, as in modernize (‘cause to be modern’) and such are established in 
the morphological structure of such languages to systematically contrast between non-
causative and causative use of a verb. For example, the en- prefix attaches to some nouns 
and adjectives  derives  a  causative  reading (verb)  similar  to  ‘make’ in  (2a),  hence to 
enslave implies  ‘to  make  someone  a  slave’ while  to  en-large  (b) implies  ‘to  make 
something large’ (Katamba, 1993). This can be further illustrated below:
(3) a. Bill en-slaved the prisoner.
     b. Bill en-larged the board.
Causatives fall into three broad divisions on formal grounds. Analytical causatives are 
syntactic constructions with separate verbs such as  make. Morphological causatives are 
created by processes such as affixation by -en and -ify. Lexical causatives are words like 
kill,  send,  and  feed etc (Shibatani 1976:1).  One basic thing about these categories of 
causatives is the fact that the feature that an NP is specified in the construction as being 
the participant responsible for causing (or not causing) a given situation. Our focus in this 
study is on morphological causatives. 
Van Valin and Lapolla (1997) report evidences of morphological causatives in Tepehua 
and Quiang languages respectively. 

(4) a i. doduae ‘be thirsty’ 
       ii. dodua-d ‘make thirsty’
   b. i. gare ‘be cool’
      ii.  gara-d ‘make cool’
  c.  i.  mae ‘be happy

 ii ma-d ‘please somebody’
  d.   i. visi ‘be sick’
       ii.visi-nam ‘sicken’

Above, the suffix –d with its allomorph –nam are used to make causatives out of a normal 
verb implying “to make happen” what is implied by the verb in Tepehua language. 



The  section  in  the  foregoing  reviews  the  general  linguistic  theory  of  causative 
constructions with a special emphasis on morphological causatives, and examines data 
drawn from a number of languages where this type of phenomenon is attested. A bound 
morpheme (i.e. (an affix) expressing causation and a verbal root amalgamate to form a 
single morphological causative (Comrie, 1985b; Baker, 1988; Marantz, 1984).  In what 
follows, we shall review another operation ‘applicativization’ which is also characterized 
by similar processes.
An  applicative  is  a  type  of  double-object  construction  in  some  languages  (Crystal, 
2008:30).  It  is  a  process  of  promoting  an  argument  for  instance,  an  instrumental  or 
locative NP to the status of an object as a result of attaching an applicative affix to the 
verb stem (Matthews, 2007:23). Booij (2007:197) exemplifies this grammatical process 
in the Atlantic language, Wolof,  where an additional benefactive argument is created. 
Where  it  appears  it  has  a  similar  meaning  cross  linguistically,  its  properties  differ 
syntactically. Both English and Wolof have double object construction with an applied 
benefactive argument, but only in Wolof can such a benefactive participant be added to a 
verb as an affix:
(5) English:
a. I baked a cake.     b. I baked him a cake/ I baked a cake for him
c. I ran. d. *I ran him (i.e. I ran for him) (Pylkkann, 2000:1)
(6) Wolof
 a. Mungi lekk   ag  kuddu
     PRES. 3SG            eat       with    spoon    ‘He is eating with a spoon’
b. Mungi       Lekke-e Kuddu
     PRES. 3SG eat with spoon ‘He is eating with a spoon’
(7)  Ni-c-no     Paqui – lia
        i-it myself wash – APPL  ‘I wash it for myself’    (Booij 2007:197)

In  the  foregoing  examples,  the  applicative  morpheme  that  attaches  to  the  verb  stem 
(predicate) is equivalent to a prepositional head complemented with an oblique object as 
shown in (7) (Comrie, 1985).
Aronof and Fundeman (2005:195) investigate Kivujo, a dialect of Kichaga and report that 
applicativization  describes  a  number  of  different  grammatical  functions  changing 
phenomena cross-linguistically. It involves the addition of an applicative affix along with 
a change in function of an oblique (such as locative, instrumental), indirect object or null 
object.  The  applied  object  may  be  interpreted  as  beneficiary,  maleficiary,  goal, 
instrumental,  location (or  locative)  depending  on  the  language  or  the  particular 



constructions. Aronoff and Fudeman (Ibid) exemplify this phenomenon with examples 
from Bresnan and Moshi (1990:148) as follows:
(8) a. N-    a-    a-  iy-a               k-eiya
         FOC-IS- PR-eat-FV CL7-food
    ‘He/she is eating food’

b N-   a-      a  i-yi      –i –     a m-ka k-elya
  FOC-IS-PR –eat – APP – FV CL-1-wife  CL7-food
‘He/she is eating food for the benefit of the wife or he/she is eating food to the detriment 
of the wife (cheating on the wife)’
In the foregoing, the appearance of the additional object is made possible by the addition 
of  the  prefix,  -i to  the  verb  stem.  This  therefore  results  in  two possible  readings  or 
interpretations as shown above. In the first, the wife is considered the beneficiary; in the 
second a maleficiary, both of which are as a result of the attachment of the applicative 
affix to the verb root.
Similarly, McPherson (2008:27) reports that in Luganda, the applicative morpheme –il 
plays  a  variety  of  roles,  all  serving  to  introduce  a  new  argument  to  the  verb.  She 
exemplifies the phenomenon as follows:
(9)       a   a –          ku –        zin       il - a

   3SG. S- 2SG.O      dance – APP-FV ‘He is dancing for you’

b. a-           zin – il – a    mu-nyumba
   3SG.O dance APP-FV 18-house    ‘He is dancing in the house’

c. n-             fumb   –it – a    pate jo
    1SG.S – cook – APP-FV part your     ‘I am cooking for your party’

d. in        – mu – gul –il    –a     eki – tee tei
   1P.S – 3SG.O –buy–APP-FV 7 a dress ‘We are buying her a dress’

In the foregoing, the applicative licenses the benefactive object ‘you’ marked on the verb 
stem, in (9b) the applicative marks the location of an argument on the verb, (9c) implies 
motive, namely, ‘for your party’, while in (9d), the applicative licenses the goal. In this 
case, there are neither prepositions nor case markers in the language that might provide 
an alternative means. Some languages with applicative constructions, paraphrases of it 
may be possible (i.e. a preposition may be used to introduce an indirect object (Bresnan 



and Moshi 1990:149). In what follows, we shall present and analyze Bassa data in view 
of the foundation laid for this investigation.

3.1 Valency Increasing Extensions in Bassa 
The following extensions which have valency-increasing effects are regularly attested in 
Bassa and are very productive. The following sub-sections discuss the processes.
3.1.1 Causativization
Causativization is  described as an agent adding operation. When a new participant is 
added to a verb, the event structure must be enriched as well, “so the causative is clearly 
an event-changing operation” (Haspelmath & Sims, 2012:241). It means to cause or make 
somebody  do  something”  or  “to  cause  something  to  become  something  different” 
(Mutaka, 2000:177). This process can be exemplified in Bassa thus:   
(10)
a.      i. Gè7 -     Jére         weci

NOM name       sleep-PST
‘Jere Jasa to sleep’

          ii. Gè7 -     Jére         weci-cinji          Jasà
    NOM name       sleep-PST-CAUS name

     ‘Jere caused/made Jasa to sleep’
b.      i. Gà-      Láshẹ  zhìnjẹ 
NOM-name wake-PST
   ‘Lashe woke up’

ii.Rùndu  ri            zhi-ngìci-njẹ       Láshẹ 
   noise   AGR-S   wake-PST-CAUS name
   ‘The noise caused/made Lashe wake up’
c.  i. ọnọnọ    hiẹrẹ

    bird       fly-PST
     ‘The bird flew’
ii. bòW jala hiẹrẹ-cẹnjẹ      ọnọnọ
    hunter fly-PST-CAUS bird
   ‘The hunter caused/made the bird fly’

d. i. ìhilùè         i           zwi
  water pot AGR-S drown-PST 
    ‘The water pot got drowned’ 

 ii.   Bìyikwo          zu-cinji                  ìhilwѐ
      lady   drawn-PST-CAUS      pot
      ‘The/a lady caused/made the pot to drawn’



In the foregoing examples, the attachment of the causative suffix automatically engenders 
the sub-categorization of an additional argument where the applied argument serves as 
the  causing  agent  and  subject  of  the  derived  structure,  whereas  the  inherent  subject 
argument which is now the causee agent is moved to the object position.
In this language, the causative affix has the effect of not only transforming the arguments 
of the basic structure but also changing an intransitive verb to a transitive one and a 
transitive verb to a detransitive verb. This can further be illustrated as follows. 
(11). a. i. Gà- Zúma      ba       sumà mpẹ

   NOM-name AGR-S mad  madness 
             ‘Zuma is mad’
ii. Gè-   Swin sọmẹ-cẹnjẹ              Zúma mpẹ
   NOM-name mad-PST-CAUS name madness 

‘Swin caused/made Zuma mad’
b.  i. Yèu zhìnjẹ  malabòW

       child wake-PST sleep  
‘The child woke-up from sleep’
ii. BòW     zhingì-cìnjẹ         yẹu malabòW
    3SG wake-PST-CAUS child sleep
‘S/he caused/made the child to sleep’

c. i. Hí    nguri               tàhanọ
 2PL fail/postpone-PST journey 
‘You failed or postponed the journey’

 ii. ùhwádà        nguri-cinji                        tàhanọ   ti    hin
    government postpone-PST-CAUS         journey POSS 2PL
‘The government caused/made you postpone your journey’ 

In  the  foregoing  examples,  each  basic  sentence  is  characterized  by  two  inherent 
arguments (the subject and object), but where the causativizing suffix applies, the third 
argument is introduced which takes the subject position and acts as the agent, moves the 
basic subject to the object position and the basic object occurs after the causee agent in 
below the predicate in the derived causative structure. The causative has the effect of 
changing monovalent verbs (verbs that take a single argument) to bivalent verbs. 

Applicativization



The ‘applicative’ is a very productive category of verbal extensions in Bassa language. 
This  process  in  Bassa  is  expressed  in  various  allomorphs  to  indicate  beneficiary, 
maleficiary, locative (goal, and source), stimuli, and psychological events. In this case, an 
applicative  is  similar  to  a  causative  which  adds  the  cause  argument,  except  that  in 
applicative construction, the argument added does not have a causer interpretation (Buell, 
2008:188. This process can be illustrated in the following sub-sections.

Benefactive    
 This semantic role indicates an entity benefiting from an action, for example:
(12). a.   Plain:

  Ń           zhẹ  méW    ‘nwéW ẹ  aswala
   1SG.S  Aux AGR    dispose trash
    ‘I will dispose the trash’

Applicative:
    Ń          zhẹ méW  ‘nwẹv-njẹ                  Jére aswala
    1SG.S    AUX AGR dispose-APPL name thrash
       ‘I will dispose the trash for Jere’

b.  Plain: 
   Gà     Jasà    séW ẹ        idikẹ
     NOM  name buy-PST shirt

‘Jasa bought a shirt/dress’
Applicative:
        Gà   Jasà  sèW -njẹ              Làrẹ idikẹ

NOM name buy-PST-APPL name shirt
‘Jasa bought Lare a dress’

c.  Plain:
                   ‘wálòW       bishi      mi

           Greet  father 1SG-POSS
                ‘Greet my father’

Applicative:
         Ǹ        ‘wálá-gwòW     bishi       mi

  1SG.O greet-APPL father 1SG-POSS 
   ‘Greet my father for me’

In the foregoing, the plain verbs are the simple forms, whereas, the inflected ones are the 
complex forms to which the applicative affix attaches. In each case, the attachment of the 
benefactive  affix  triggers  an  automatic  sub-categorization  of  an  additional  argument 



which serves as applied object thereby increasing the valent of the derived structure by 
one. We can further discuss more of these operations below.

Locative
This type of applicative construction deals with special location in relation to the applied 
object. This is characterized by two types both of which express location either to as in 
‘Goal’ or from as in ‘Source’. Examples:
(13) 
a. Plain:

           Kálá igùzhi
            throw         knife             ‘Throw the knife’

Applicative
         BòW            kele          -ni      Jére igùzhi
         3SG-S   throw-PST-APPL name knife      ‘S/he threw a knife to Jere’

b. Plain:
               Gà-   zájẹmèW  suri

   NOM name    move-PST          ‘Zajeme advanced’
Applicative:

    Gà - Zájẹmẹv sule-ni       Jasà
    NOM name move-PST-APPL  name   ‘Zajene charged at Jasa’

c. plain:
  Tú gúùrѐ

1PL.S      return-PST    ‘We returned’
Applicative:

       Tú     gúlѐ   -ni            bù
    1PL.S   return-PST-APPL 3SG.O   ‘We returned to him/her’

d. Plain:
      Àà zháajẹ

3PL.S come-PST ‘They came’
Applicative:

       Àà   zhagà-nẹv bòW
3PL.S come PST-APPL him/her     ‘They came from somewhere to 
her,

e. Plain: 
       Bì Jìye

3SG.S    return-PST ‘She returned’
Applicative:



      Bì          jiyè-  ni               bwòlò   ùbwa
3SG.S return-PST-APPL  husband POSS-3SG.O 
‘She returned from divorce / separation’

Maleficiary
This applicative role is received by the object which loses from the performance of a 
certain action by the subject. The affix could be an infix or suffix depending on the verb 
root concerned but whatever form it takes, it performs the same role. Examples:
(14)
 a. Plain:

  BòW        bweji  ihìlwè
   3SG.S break-PST    water pot       ‘He  broke  the  water 

pot’
Applicative:
                         BòW       bwe-de-ji                Làrẹ ihìlwè

 3SG.S break-APPL-PST name water pot        ‘S/he broke Lare’s pot’

b. Plain:
 Bù      huwi    iyimèW yẹ
  3SG.S finish-PST food ‘S/he  finished  the 
food’

Applicative:
Bù huwe-ni    atwamwa iyimèW yẹ

          3SG.S finish-PST-APPL  people      food ‘S/he  finished 
peoples’ food’
c. Plain:

 Hí     le            uwèW
  2PL.S get-PST something  ‘You  got  into 
trouble’

Applicative:
     Hí        leshi-geni            bòW       ùwèW
    2PL.S get-PST-APPL 3SG.O something          ‘You got into trouble 
for him’

In each of the cases in the foregoing examples, the action is done to the detriment or loss 
of the applied object. 



These two productive operations are characterized by valency-increasing effect, though 
are  characterized  by  different  syntactic  transformations  which  can  be  expressed  as 
follows: 
Causativization implies “to cause” or “to cause something become something different” it 
generally has the effect of changing monovalent verbs to a bivalent ones, an effect that is  
equally characterized by applicatives but applicatives do not have the effect of “to cause” 
or “to make somebody do something” as characterized by causatives.
Again,  both  causatives  and  applicatives  suffixes  have  common  features  of  changing 
intransitive verbs to transitive verbs and transitive verbs to ditransitive verbs when they 
attach to their roots.
Furthermore,  these  two  also  contrast  with  the  following  factors:  causativization  is  a 
derivative operation that derives a verb stem from another verb or an adjective root as a 
result of attaching a causativizing affix. When this happens, the applied object that is the 
cause agent becomes the subject of the derived sentence, positioned before the verb, and 
then the inherent subject moves below the predicate and becomes the causee agent and 
the inherent direct object moves right-most following the real agent which now occupies 
the object position (Mutaka, 2000:178). But the applicative suffix is not characterized by 
this syntactic transformation. It is an inflectional operation. When the applicative suffix 
applies, the inflected verb stem maintains its lexical class. The inherent subject maintains 
its base position. The only transformation in this operation is, the applied object shifts the 
basic object right-most and occupies its position.

Conclusion and Summary of Findings
This paper surveys verbal extensions focusing on causativization and applicativization. 
Both of them have the effect of increasing the valent of the predicate by one argument to 
the basic one(s) when the affix attaches to the verb root, but are characterized by different 
syntactic  transformations.  Causativization  is  a  derivative  operation,  whereas 
applicativization is an inflectional operation. The study discovered that though they have 
similar effects of verbal extensions which add an additional argument to the basic one(s),  
they  contrast  in  their  transformations.  For  causatives,  when  the  causativizing  suffix 
attaches, the subject of the basic sentence becomes the object, whereas, the causing agent 
becomes the subject of the derived structure. But the applicative process involves the 
applied object replacing the inherent direct object but maintains its grammatical function 
as an indirect object. This is akin to dative shift. Booij (2007:197) defines it as promoting 
the status of an argument to the status of O as the effect of adding an applicative affix to  
the verb.  
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